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We spend a great deal of time in our instructions and drills 

practising "patterned" breakouts without giving further instruction 

to breaking out from various situations. Most breakouts when 

analyzed are reactive not proactive ie. they result frbm the 

offensive team taking advantage of a breakdown by the forecheckers 

not just following a pattern and assuming the breakout will occur. 

Therefore the players, especially defensimman have a tremendous 

responsibility in determining the options that are available, 

evaluating each one immediately, then responding to the best option 

by making the first pass. This is the first creation of the final 

offensive thrust that hopefully will occur 200 ft. away. The 

principles of developing an attack are applied immediately but the 

only difference is in the defensive zone. 

Too many players,once they receive the puckjbat it around like 

a hot potato, afraid of the consequences instead of accentuating 

the positive. Players must learn that they are now "initiators of 

the offensive attack" and that in 2 or 3 seconds it may result in 

a goal. Therefore they must learn to initiate this attack from 

anywhere on the ice and in particular in their own end zone. 

The Process in Capsule Form 

Breakouts are sometimes slow, controlled, very deliberate, or 

fast transitions in the defensive zone. All breakouts must be 

determined by the forechecking style. 	Even though teams are 

playing a 1-2-2 style at times the offensive team might be 

confronted with two players deep or a pinching defenseman therefore 

they must be ready to read and react immediately. 



Once there is a turnover the players move from a defensive 

mode of thinking to an offensive mode. Players physically station 

themselves in a position to support the present and subsequent puck 

carriers. This provides many options initially, after the first 

pass and also creates some time and space for the process to occur. 

In summary, we must think of initiating the attack rather then 

breaking out thus our players will have to be better skilled with 

more vision and think about "trapping" the forecheckers so that an 

advantage can be gained especially in the neutral zone. 

To initiate the attack in the defensive zone the following are 

key points that must be stressed. 

1. The first player to the puck initiates the breakout. 

The idea is to encourage your players to be very aggressive 

going to the puck becausethey can initiate the attack simply 

by poking it in a direction where a teammate will get control 

and pass or skate it out of the zone. 

2. The success of majority of breakouts is to outnumber the  

opposition around the puck.  

This creates numerical advantage therefore allowing the extra 

player to be the pass receiver or the player who picks up the 

loose pack. The players generally will play man to man and 

nullify each other allowing the extra player.to  be effective. 

3. The first pass is the most important part of the whole. 

The first pass can be equated to the quarterback in football 

only he doesn't have a second change on the same play. If the 

quarterback chooses the wrong option he can lose a down or a 

touchdown. In hockey, the option chosen by the offensive team 



may result from a breakaway to a goal against. 

4. 	All players must read the mressure and summort the muck  

carrier or muck position.  

The players closest to the puck will read the options that 

are available dependent upon immediate pressure while players 

further away could help through stretching the forechecking 

team, supporting for a long pass or supporting the subsequent 

puck carriers. 

S. 	Players must be ready to interchange positions.  

The forwards must be ready to come off the boards and 

interchange with the centre anywhere in the zone. Defense-

men can jump into the slot or move up the boards for a pass. 

6. Pass the puck or skate it away from pressure  

A quick read by the offensive players should ensure that 

the puck is passed away from the main focus point of the 

forecheckers. Passing away from pressure provides some time 

and space for the breakout to materialize. 

7. Creativity and movement in the defensive zone provides more 

options than a static approach. 

Encourage players to become better readers of the options then 

respond for example, stretching out the defensive blueline 

then across ice passes are possible, or long passes up to the 

blue line may result and generally the forecheckers and 

defenders are not as congested. 

8. Remain composed to make soft masses or chips  

Players must read the pressure and their support and decide 

that a soft pass or chip pass will be effective in breaking 



down the forechecking and trapping one or two players deep. 

This ensures better control once puck possession is gained 

therefore allowing the offensive attack to begin. Players 

work very hard defending in the defensive zone then quickly 

give the puck back with a poor decision. It becomes a'very 

frustrating and futile experience. 

9. 	Players must be in an excellent defensive position with 

the ability to quickly move into the attack position. 

Many opportunities to initiate the attack occur from scrambles 

broken plays, missed nets, poor pass outs or giveaways, 

blocked or deflected shots by players and the goalie therefore 

players 

must be in a position to respond quickly and from an attack. 

INITIATING THE OFFENSIVE ATTACK POTENTIAL KEYS TO BREAKOUTS 

THAN CAN BE USED UNDER TEE FOLLOWING VARIOUS SITUATIONS. 

A. 	Breakouts vs. one Porechecker 

1. Defense to Defense - "give and go" with one defense 

on boards 

2. Defense to Defense (swinging) to center 

3. Defense to Center (swinging) 

4. Defense to Defense with across ice pass 

S. 	Defense directly to WINGER higher on boards 

6. Defense carries behind the net and beats forechecker 

one on one 

7. One defense "picking", providing interferences 



B. 	Breakouts from the Opposition Dumping the Puck into 

The Zone 

1. Quick transition determined by the pressure 

2. Defense skates behind the net and goes up ice with 

give and go with winger 

3. Quick transition straight up the ice to high forward 

4. Use of reverses if pressure is great 

5. Clear the puck off the boards or glass and out of 

the zone 

C. 	Breakouts Vs 2(two) Forecheckers 

1. Defense partner supports behind the net, in the corner 

or sliding up the boards for pass. 

2. Defense individually beats the first forechecker 

3. Defense reverses with center deep especially against 

a wide 2 man forechecking attack. 

4. Defense chip into slot to the center. 

5. Quick D --W --C to move it up the ice. 

6. Near side rim or far side rim D --W 

7. Winger moves down to the goal line to support defense 

8. Defense reverses to winger 

D. 	Breakouts from Face-Offs 

1. Boardside Defense rims the puck to wide winger 

2. Defense goes behind the net to initiate breakout 

3. Defense passes off back boards to winger or defense 



partner. 

4. Defense carries behind the net and reverses to the 

centre/wing. 

5. Winger/Defense chip puck off boards/glass and out of 

the zone. 

6. Wide across ice pass off the boards. 

7. Flip puck high and out of the zone. 

E. 	Breakouts Using Picks 

1. Wingers pick going back into the defensive zone to 

provide time 

2. Defense picks for partner to go behind the net and up 

the ice. 

3. Defense picks or screens to provide time then supports 

for pass. 

F. Breakout Vs Pinching Defense 

1. Defense purposely passes the puck off the boards/glass 

out of the zone or to the center. 

2. Winger deflects the puck against boards past the defense- 

man. 

3. Winger deflects or makes a direct pass to the center. 

4. Winger passes puck back to the defense for a give and 

go. 

5. Winger takes pass off the boards skating toward the 

defensive zone and makes tight turn towards the boards 

and skates or chips the puck out. 



6. Winger turns back on pinch to protect the puck and uses 

a backhand against the boards for board pass or freezes 

it for a face-off. 

7. On a rim, the winter picks the pinching defense off the 

boards to allow the puck to leave the zone. 

8. Winger protects the puck until a support player goes 

over to provide numerical superiority and thus the puck 

can be passed. 

G. Breakouts After an Attack on Goal or Scramble or Missed Net 

1. Offensive player clears or skates the puck to safety eq. 

hard rim or controls behind the net. 

2. Uses a chip to partner 

3. Direct or soft pass to winger going to the boards or 

quick transition directly up the ice. 

4. Clear the puck out of the zone 

5. Puck misses the net and usually is on it's way of the 

zone. 

6. Errant passout by opposition allows breakout 

H.. Breakouts Initiated by Goalies 

1. Goalie pokes the puck to a teammate 

2. Goalie makes a direct pass to a teammate on the 

boards or behind the nets to a defenseman. 

3. Goalie rims the boards. 

4. Goalie shoots the puck off the boards or glass and 

out of the zone. 
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4. Center Reverse 

S. Winger Reverse 
NOTE: players can carry 
outside of the zone and 
return to shoot or play 
3. vs 1. 
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1. Quick up by Defense 

2. Defense to Defense 
with quick up - 	I 

3. Defense Reverse 

• 

6. Defense to Winger 
to Center 

L 

7. Defense to Defense 
to Winger to Center 

S. Defense to Defense 
to Center to Winger 

NOTE: Breakouts can be 
done in part then S vs 0 
with 3 vs 2 return using 
half ice or full ice. 



9. Controlled with 
the Center swing 

(5 vs 0 --3 vs 2) 

10. Defense slides up •M.••••• 

the boards 
(5 vs 0 -- 3 vs 2) 
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11. Breakouts versus 1 
(one) who 

a) puts pressure on the 
puck or 

b) tries to contain or 
C) covers the center 

On breakouts vs 1 P.C. 
players generally try to 
control the puck, make 
direct passes or carryout 
of the zone. 
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12. Breakouts vs 2 (two) 
Porecheckers who 

a) pressure very deep 
with support wide or 
near 

b) overload one side with 
support player covering 
the near side winger 
or directly behind on 
breakouts vs 2 PC players 
generally pass the puck 
quickly, use rims, 
clearing passes or chips. 



Picks  
Coach dumps the uck into 
the corner with picking 

Lbbecause of the proximity 
to him. The same would 
occur if the puck was shot 
into the other corner. 
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Pinching 
-teach techniques with 
skates, stick & body 
then practice w/o 
resistance 
- add resistance in 
following drills 

  

  

 

1St Player to Initiate  
the Breakout  
- must Maintain control 
a) 1 vs 1 with 6 supporting 
the Breakout - Offensive & 

• Defensive ply race for 
the puck with trying to 
reach it first to initiate 
the attack. If Agets the 
puck, Aplaysl vs 1 trying 
to score in a confined 
area untilqats control 
to pass upo Q9 
b) 2 vs 2 with 4 supporting 
the breakout. Same as above 
with 4 moving to support. 
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Initiating the Attack vs  
various forecheckers  
1. B.O. vs 1 P.C., 2 P.C. 

& 3 P.C. 
2. Add one & two defense 

for a 5 vs 5 B.O. 
3. Add forecheckers with 

different responsi-
bilities eg. aggressive 
contain, cover a certain 
player. 
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Drills:  
1. B.O. vs 3 Forwards 

playing a 1-2-2 
1-2-2 split 
2-1-2 center 

pinch 
2-1-2 center 

high & return 
. Add one defense to pinch; 

to cover the center 
3. Add two defense to play 

a complete system. 
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